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We characterize the uniform algebras A on a compact Hausdorff space X which 
contain a sequence (u,},~=~ of unimodular elements with ujtij-, E A and closed span 
(a,, rij)i”,O = C(X) in terms of the maximal ideal space of A. Roughly, the essential 
set of A looks like (at most) countably many copies of the boundary of the unit 
disk, and A looks like the disk algebra on each. 
We investigate a situation suggested by the uniform algebra setting 
appropriate to two recent results in harmonic analysis. As observed in [4], 
one can recast the generalized Hardy inequality of McGehee et al. [5] in 
terms of a sequence (uj} of unimodular elements of Lm(m), where m is the 
unique representing measure for a homomorphism of a uniform algebra, 
provided ujz7-, is w* adherent o the corresponding maximal ideal. Again, 
one can observe that R. Doss’ recent elegant and elementary proof of the 
(2nd) F. and M. Riesz theorem applies, under a strong hypothesis 
concerning such a sequence, to lead to what amounts to a characterization of 
the disc algebra. 
It is precisely a weakened form of these hypotheses (no longer adequate 
for Doss’ argument) that we consider here. Let A be a uniform algebra on a 
compact Hausdorff space X, and let {nj}jzO be a sequence of unimodular 
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elements of A, divisible in the sense that ujtij- i E A; in addition we shall 
suppose that 
span { Uj, 27j},~, is dense in C(X). (1) 
As we shall see, such a (trivially dirichlet) algebra on X has an at most 
countable set of non-trivial Gleason parts, each having its closure a closed 
disc (meeting X in the bounding circle), and on each of these the algebra is 
precisely the disc algebra with our sequence there (aside from constant 
factors and eliminating repetitions) just 
1, Uk, u/( Uk-al 
l-E,Uk’ uk 
uk-al ‘k - a2 
(2) 
where a,, a2,... is a non-Blaschke sequence in the unit disc. (When there is 
exactly one non-trivial Gleason part, we have essentially the disc algebra.) 
We show a,, a,,... non-Blaschke is equivalent to the assertion that the 
sequence of Blaschke products corresponding to (2) with uk = z, satisfies (1) 
when X is the unit circle in C. 
Let M(A) denote the maximal ideal space of A and, for p E&(A), let mcp 
denote its (unique) representing measure on X. Also let HP(m,) and H{(m,) 
denote the closure of A and kernel cp, respectively, in LP(m,). For a subset 
E c C(X), [E] denotes the smallest closed subalgebra of C(X) containing E. 
For Y c X and B c C(X) we let B Iy denote the set of restrictions, as usual, 
and cl(B Iy) the uniform closure of that set. Also let B = {f fE B}. 
Q? will denote the usual disc algebra on aA the boundary of the unit disc A 
in C, and for a regular Bore1 measure p on X, S, will denote the closed 
support of ~c1; if fl= mrp for ~0 E J(A) we will use S, for S,o, the support of 
P* 
Let 
Qj = {rp EM(A): lq(ui)l = 1, i = O,...,j - 1, and rp(uj) = 0) (3) 
and set @ = lJ,E I Qj. Note that if p E Qj then q(uk) = q(uktij) q(uj) = 0 for 
k >j, so {I(D(u~)/},~=~ consists of l’s followed by 0’s. If (~(u,,) = 0 then m0 is 
orthogonal to span{ ui, zZ~}~?~ which is dense in C(X); hence @,, is void, and 
u0 is constant on each S,. We will give a description of A and J(A) in 
terms of @, which yields the indicated results, in the theorem below after a 
series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If rp, w E @ are distinct then 9 and w are in distinct Gleason 
parts. The set @ is countable, and in fact @Jo contains at most 2j elements (or 
2j- 1 ifuO is everywhere constant). 
Proof: Given such rp, IC/, by (1) there is an index i with yl(ui) # v(ui) 
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since otherwise m, - rn* annihilates C(X). Moreover since these values have 
modulus 0 or 1 at least one has modulus 1 and we can suppose ]p(uJ( = 1. 
Let 
w, = C”i + V,(“i))/2 - ((Vd”i) + P(“i))/2> 
’ l - ((Vt”i> + rP(“i))/2)((ui + rP(“i))/2). 
Because ](v(Ui) + p(Ui))/Z] < 1, Wi E A, w(Wi) = 0, and ]p(Wi)] = 1. We thus 
conclude that cp and I// are in distinct Gleason parts. 
Suppose now that pi,..., qU+ i E spi are all distinct, and so lie in distinct 
Gleason parts. Then mrpk is orthogonal to span{ui, zii)zj for k= 1, 2,..., 
2j+ 1. Since SpaIl(Uj, Uj}EO is dense in C(X) and the dimension of 
span{ ui, tii}{:A is at most 2j (2j - 1 if a,, is constant) we must have 
m ‘PI ,***, m linearly dependent; on the other hand these measures are 
mutually %ngular since the oj lie in distinct Gleason parts, so no dependence 
is possible. This contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. If y E M(A)\X then v/ is in the same Gleason part as some 
(DE @. 
Proof: If ] l&j)( = 1 f or all j then each uj is constant on S,, so by (l), S, 
is a singleton and w E X. If ] yl(ui)] = 1 for i = 0, l,..., j - 1 and ] y/(u,.)] < 1 
then uj is not invertible in cl(A Is,), the closure of the restriction algebra. For 
otherwise u,:’ = rij and since v is represented by a probability measure, 
1 = v(u,Uj) = v(uj) v(uj). Thus there is a rp E A(cl A Is,) with q(uj) = 0, and 
of course p E-M(A) and is represented on A by a measure carried by S,, so 
S, c S,. Hence q E Qj as a functional on A. 
Let B = [ {u~}~~~] and B, = cl BJs,. Since a,, u,,..., uj-, are all constant 
on S, this algebra B, coincides with cl[ {u,, uj, uj+ , ,...)I Is,, and moreover 
any fE B, with (p(f) = 0 thus lies in cl[ {uj, Uj+, ...)I Is@. Consequently 
fj E CIA Is* for any such f, whence w(f) = w(fir,) W(Uj), ~0 Iw(f>I < 
]]f]], ] yl(uj)]. Since ] w(uj)] < 1 this proves w and cp are in the same Gleason 
part with respect o the (clearly dirichlet) algebra B, on S,. 
Since m, and m, are unique representing measures for cp and v/, respec- 
tively, on A and S, c S, while B c A, they are also the unique representing 
measures for the dirichlet algebra B,. Thus m, and m, are mutually 
absolutely continuous, whence u, and w lie in the same part for A. 
LEMMA 3. If (D and ye in J(A)\X have S, c S, then rp and ty are in the 
same Gleason part (so that in fact S, = S,). 
Proof. Since by Lemma 2 any p in M(A)\X is part-equivalent to an 
element of @ with the same support as S, we can assume both v, and w are 
in @. Now it suffices to consider just the case in which ]rp(cj- I uj)] < 1 for 
all j > 1. Indeed if ] ~(zz~- 1 uk)] = 1 then zik- 1 uk is constant on S,, so 
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uk = cuk- i there. So replacing A by cl(A Is,) (to which both v, and I,V extend 
since m, and rn$ are carried by S,), by deleting such redundant erms and 
relabeling our new sequence {uj} we can suppose u, is constant on S, (as 
@,, = 0 implied), cp(u ,) = 0, and (rp(rIj-, uj)l < 1 for j = 1,2 ,... . (Of course we 
still have span{uj, Ej}J~O dense in C(S,), and showing p and w lie in the 
same Gleason part for cl(AISm) does so a priori for A.) Although our 
reduction in effect replaces X by S, we should note for later use (Corollary 3 
below) that it is not necessary for our argument o make that hypothesis. 
We remark that {u, , ur,..., un} is linearly independent on S, for each 
n > 1. For if Xi”= i ci ui = 0 on S, and c, # 0 then 
n-2 
c ciu~:~,_l+c,_l+c,u,U;,_,=O on S,. 
i=l 
Since the last two terms are in A Is,, CyZf CiUiQ,- 1 E (A Is,) f~ (AJS,), and SO 
constant. valued elements necessarily constant as 
i(f- ~(f))‘d~lO shows.) Thus u,i&,a:” is constant on S, despite 
IdU”u;,-,)I < 1. 
Since v E @,, for some n we have 1 w(uJ = 1 0 < i < n - 1, and I = 0 
for i > n. Thus m, and mV coincide on 
B = span{ 1, u,, u,+ ,,... }. 
Let P(u,) denote the projection of ui onto the closure of B in L’(m,) for 
1 <i<n- 1, and set 
n-1 n-1 
V = mr - rnp - 1 Ci(Ui - P(Ui)) m, - 2 Ci(Ui - ‘?(Ui)) m,, (4) 
i=l i=l 
where c, ,..., c,- i are to be chosen later. Note that v is a real measure. 
For 1 < i < n - 1 and k > 1, I uk(ui - P(u,)) dm, = 0 since o(u,J = 0 and 
ui-P(ui) E H’(m,). Also for k> n and k= 0, and 1 <i< n - 1, 
1 Ck(ui - P(u,)) dm, = 0 by th e e ml ion of P(u,). Consequently we have d f ‘t’ 
Iujdv=Oforj>n andj=O. For 
/u,dv=ju,dm,- 
since (~(24~) = 0. 
I<k<n-1 
n-1 
2 
i=l 
Fi J Uk(Ui - f’(ui)) dm, 
We claim we can choose c, ,..., c,-, so as to yield J^ uk dv = 0 for 
1 < k < n - 1. If not the square matrix u uk(uI -P(Q) dm,);,;i, must be 
singular so that there exist scalars c, ,..., c,- i , not all zero, satisfying 
z: Frjuk(uI-P(ui))dm,=O, k= Ln- 1. (5) 
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We now set 
n-1 
f= 1 ciui, 
i=l 
multiply (5) by ck, and sum over k= l,..., n - 1, to get 
Thus 
f- P(f)l* dm, = I Ifl’ dm, - 2 J’ Ifl’ dm, + !” IPfI’ dm, < 0. 
In other words f belongs to the closure of B in L*(m,). Since p(f) = 0, jii, 
is therefore in the closure H*(m,) of A in L*(m,). But Tu, E A since 
cju,, E A for j < n - 1, and hence jii, E A n H*(m,), and so is constant on 
S, by just the remark used in showing independence of {u, ,..., un}. But Ji7, = 
C;:: ciuizi, = c on S, contradicts just that independence, which establishes 
our claim. 
We thus can produce a real measure v given by (4) satisfying J” uk dv = 0 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., so v = 0. But this says m, < rnv so rp and v/ lie in the same 
Gleason part, completing our proof. 
For an algebra B c C(X), B’ denotes the measures on X orthogonal to B. 
LEMMA 4. If ,u E (ball A’)‘, the extreme points of the unit ball of A’, 
then ,LI = fm,, where f E HA(m,) and a, E @. 
ProoJ: From Lemma 2 and the general decomposition of orthogonal 
measures [ 1, p. 2271 any ,D in A’ can be written as X0 fqm, + v, where 
f, E Hi(m,), v E A’ and v and the m, are all mutually singular. Thus our 
extremal p will have the desired form once we show v = 0. 
Suppose v # 0, so v = ,D by extremity. By (1) there is an n > 0 with 
.D E [A, riO ,..., tin-,ll but ,u & [A, z?,, ..., u,]‘. Of course p is extreme in ball 
[A, zi,, ..., u,-,I’ since [A, U, ,..., &-,I1 c A’. Take f E [A, z&, ,..., C,-i] and 
k> 1 with jfitdp= 1 and ut-‘~E [A,&,..., zZ-~]~. Let B denote the 
closure of the algebra (C + un[A, U,,,..., u,- i])ls . Note that each ui, 0 < i < 
n - 1, is constant on S, since S, is a set of antilymmetry for [A, I&,,..., I,- I] 
[ 1, p. 621 and hence B = cl(C + u,A Is,) is dirichlet on S,. r 
Clearly jZ:p is a complex measure representing a point in J(B). Now 
u,A Is, is an ideal in cl(A Is,) and it is proper since fitp is orthogonal to it. 
Hence it is contained in a maximal ideal, the kernel of some 
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w E Jw(A Is,>>. s ince the restriction map A + cl@ Is,) is a norm reducing 
homomorphism, if m, is the (unique) representing measure for w on S, then 
md represents a unique $ E J(A). 
Now IJ agrees with jiii,u on B, and since a complex representing measure 
dominates a non-negative representing measure [ 1, p. 331 while B is dirichlet 
on S,, j$# dominates m,. On the other hand because each ui, 
0 < i < n - 1, is constant on S, and hence on S, c S, , I+? must belong to 
a,,. Thusp= v is not singular with respect o all m, with a, in @, the desired 
contradiction, completing our proof. 
COROLLARY 1. If f E C(X) and f = 0 on Ucee S,, then fE A. In other 
words A contains any continuous extension to X of an element of A IU,,@ s,. 
Thus W,,, S,), the closure of lJrpsd S,, contains the essential set; that 
the essential set is no smaller will follow once we can identify AIsp with the 
disc algebra. Of course Corollary 1 is evident once we recall that f 65 A 
implies p(f) # 0 for some ,U in (ball A’)e by the Krein-Milman theorem. 
In the next four lemmas we examine the form A assumes on S, for a fixed 
(o E @ by considering the “restriction” algebra cl(A Is,). As in Lemma 3 we 
shall assume we have removed redundant erms from { ujls,} and thus have 
where 
Because of (6), vi is not invertible in cl(AlsV), and thus there is a 
Vj E M(cl(A IS,)) such that vj(vj) = 0. Since S, c S,, by Lemma 3 vj and cp 
lie in the same part and in fact S, = S,. 
LEMMA 5. Let aj = yj(ul). Then Hi(m,,) is the closure in L*(m,,) of 
(C”l - aj)/(l - Ej”l)M* 
Proof. Clearly ((u, - oj)/(l - @jUI))A c Hi(m,,). Suppose g E Hi(mUj) 
and ,( ((u, - aj)/(l - tijul))fidm,,= 0 for all f E A. Let u = (u, -a,) Em,. 
Then, for k>O, ~ukda=~uk(l-Ejul)((u,-a,)/(l-~ju,))gdmUj=O. 
For k 2 1, uk(zII -E,) E A and hence u,(C, - ~j)g E HA(m,j) so that 
Iu,da=ju,(zi, -$)gdm,=O. 
Since span{u,, U;}jYO is dense in C(S,), and S, = S, as noted before this 
lemma, (T = 0. Thus (u, - a,)g = 0 a.e. rn*,, and because 1 u, ) = 1 and 
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lajl < 1, g = 0 a.e. m,,. Since no non-zero element of I~Zi(rn,~) is orthogonal 
to its subspace (u, - aj)/(l - Eju,)A, the latter must be dense. 
We now write vi = (u, - aj)/(l - Eju,)f;., where &E H2(mtij) and lfil = 1 
on X, which is possible by Lemma 5 since [(u, - aj)/(l - Eju,)l = 1 on A’. 
Note that fi = ujGj-,((ur - aj)/(l - gju,)). 
LEMMA 6. On S, 
Vj = Cj 
u1 -aj 
1 - aju, 
for some complex numbers c,, aj with 1 cj I= 1, I oj 1 < 1. 
Proof. We will show fi is constant a.e. mcp. Note that fi E H*(m,,) n 
L”O(m,J = JP’(m,,) and that vj is multiplicative on H”O(m,,). For k > j, 
since uj=vjuj-,, UkZij E A, and (~1 - aj)/(l - Ejur) E Hi(mtij) 
I 2skJ;uj-1 dmuj = UkJ;.tij-1 dm, = I i u c. U, -a. k ‘lQjU, ’ dm,=O 
and 
I uk fjuj- Idm,, =j ukUjU/fjUj-l dm, = J (uktij) ojhuf-1 dm, = 0 
since vJ(vj) = 0. 
Let u, be the orthogonal projection of fiUj_l onto span{tij-r, Uj-z,***, Uo, 
u1 ,..., uj- r } in L*(m,,) times m,,. Write 
j-l j-l 
uj = C 7kUk-k C Y-k’k m&je 
k=O k=l 
We note that for p > j and k <j - 1 
U,Ukdm,,= (Up~~)V~Uj-~Ukdm,,=O I 
and 
! tip Uk dm,, = J (24, Ej) Vj(U/- 1 tik) dm, = 0 
since v//(uj) = 0 and uPii, and u,- r iik lie in A. Consequently &Uj-, rntij - Uj, 
which by definition is orthogonal to iij-, , ri-* ,..., uo, U, ,..., u/-, , is 
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orthogonal to all up and z&, for p >j, and so to all of span{u,, rZk}pEO. Thus 
it vanishes and 
j-l j-l 
.fj= C YkUkcj-l + C Y-kUkU;.-l a.e. m,,.. 
k=O k=l 
Since uj- i U;, E A for k < j - 1, the right side belongs to 2. But then 
fi E Hm(mej) n 2 = C so 4 is constant, a.e. m,,, hence a.e. mq since vj and 
q lie in the same Gleason part. For the same reason S,,,j = S,, and by 
continuity vj = cj((u, - aj)/( 1 - Ejul)) on S,. 
LEMMA 7. C,z, (1 - jctjj)= +CO. 
Proof: If C (1 - Iajl) < co let B be the Blaschke product on A with 
zeroes {ai}. Note that on S,, uj = djBj o U, for some constant dj and some 
finite subproduct Bj of B. Then B o U, E Hm(m,) and I uju,B o 1.4, dm, = 0 
for j>O and (~ju~Bo~,dm,=~~j~jou,Bou,dm,=O, j>O since 
o(ui) = 0 and Bj ou,B o ui E H”O(m,). Since the partial products of B o u, 
converge to B o ui in L*(m,) we know IB 0 u,l= 1 a.e. m+,, and thus 
B o U, . ui m, is a non-zero measure orthogonal to span{ uj, zij}~o, which 
thus cannot satisfy (1). 
LEMMA 8. u, is a homeomorphism of S, onto aA. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 6, in C(S,) the dense subspace span(uj, zij}~, lies in 
the closure of span { U{ , E{ }j”= o ; thus U, must separate S, , and provides a l- 1 
continuous map of S, into aA. If the range of U, is not all of aA there is a 
polynomial p with 111 - U, . p o u,II, < 1 (where the supremum is taken over 
S, of course), and U, is invertible in cl@ Is,) contradicting the fact that 
q(ui) = 0. So ui is an onto homeomorphism as asserted. 
Because ui Is, is a homeomorphism we can complete the description of A’ 
begun in Lemma 4. Before doing so we note that, because A 0 (u,ls,)-’ 
contains all polynomials, one evidently has GZ c cl@ 0 (u, Is,)-‘) c C(aA), 
and because the spectrum of the intermediate algebra carries a non-trivial 
multiplicative measure, the image (ui Is,)* m, of m,, that algebra is not 
C(aA). Thus it coincides with @ by Wermer’s maximality theorem. Since the 
measures on S, orthogonal to A thus map under (u,ls,)* into CY’, while 
evidently the inverse (u,Is,)-l* maps r3!’ into A’nM(S,) (where M(S,) 
denotes the measures on S,), we can easily identify A’n M(S,) 
with the image of the classical Hi of the circle. (In particular since dm, 
maps to dt?/2lc and vice versa, we see A’n M(S,) coincides with the 
summand HA(m,) m, of the decomposition of A’. In fact if one uses 
the simpler version of the decomposition theorem which only asserts the (oth 
component is <m,, one can now identify the 9th summand as the image of 
Hi(28/dn)(28/dx), which is easily identified as HA(m,) m, from our identi- 
fication of cl(A Is,).) 
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LEMMA 9. A’ = ZIPS0 II: m,. 
Remark. In Lemma 4 we saw there were no extreme elements in ball A’ 
singular with respect to all m,, * we now show in effect that no non-zero v in 
A1 is singular with respect to all mrp. Note that by (l), X is compact metric. 
ProoJ: By Choquet’s theorem [6] each ,U in A’ can be written as 
where B = (ball A’)’ and n is an appropriate probability measure. If v, E @, 
let gV = (111 E 8:p < m,}. By Lemma 4 we may write Z’= Urpee ZYQ. Since 
A’ n M(S,) = II; m, , &Y n M(S,) = gV is relatively weak * closed. 
Now if o, w E @ and ,u E ?Yq n go then m, and m, are not singular. Since 
A is a dirichlet algebra, rp and w must be in the same Gleason part. By 
Lemma 1, o = v/. Thus U Vscp Z. is a countable union of disjoint relatively 
weak* closed sets, and hence 
I en(de) = 2 I erl(W. 8 rpP@ *, 
Since J”s, en(de) E A’ n M(S,) = II; m,, we are done. 
LEMMA 10. If a, and ly are distinct elements of @, S, n S, is void or a 
single point. 
Proof: If o E Qj and i,u E Qk with j < k then uj is l-l on S, and constant 
on S,. If 9, w E Gj then since p(u,J = w(u,J = 0 for k >j and 
span{u,, ZZ~}~=~  C(X), there is a k <j with q(uk) # w(u,J, but both are 
unimodular of course. Since uk is constant on S,, and on S,, S, n S, = 0. 
Because of Lemmas 9 and 10 we can now note that A’Js. c A’; thus S, is 
a peak set [3, p. 581 so A Is, is closed for each rp E @, and hence 
where u,~ is the first u, non-constant on S,. 
In summary we have all but the final assertion of the 
THEOREM. Suppose A is a uniform algebra on X, and {uj}j”=, c A has 
lujl = 1, ujuj-, E A, and span{uj, zij} is dense in C(X). 
Then there is (at most) a countable set @ of a, in J(A) whose support sets 
S, are each homeomorphic to the unit circle in C via the first Ui, Ui,, non- 
constant on S,, with the following properties: 
(a) Each S, is a peak set, and S, n S, is at most a singleton for 
distinct (D, y in @. 
580/47/2-3 
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(b) Also is the disc algebra, pulled back via ui,. 
(cl NJ,,, S,) is the essential set for A: A consists of all continuous 
functions f on Xfor which f Is, lies in the disc algebra A Is,, for all (p E @. 
(d) A’ is the direct sum of the measures orthogonal to the disc algebra 
transported to the various S, via (ui,Is,)-’ *. That is, A’= 2 Hi(m,) m, = 
C [HA<de> 0 Ut,I~,l(Ui,l~,)-‘* de 
(e) On S,, {u,} restricts to form a sequence precisely of the form, with 
u = t”i, IS,h 
1, u, u u-ai 
I-E,u’ u 
u -a1 u - a2 
1 - CT, u 1 - a, u ‘...’ 
(after eliminating repetitions and constant multiples), where a,, a2,... is a 
non-Blaschke sequence: C (1 - I ajl) = +co. 
The maximal ideal space M(A) consists of X and a collection of open 
(analytic) discs P,, one for each cp in @, which form the non-trivial Gleason 
parts for A; each attaches to the corresponding S, to form a closed disc, on 
which, with UIim as coordinate, A- appears as the disc algebra and a, as the 
center. Indeed A^ = {f E C@?(A)): f Ip, E 6! 0 uIi,Ip,, ~1 E @}, so A is deter- 
mined by M(A). 
Finally, any w E M(A)\X belongs to the open disc with center v, E # if 
and only tf v(tij-, uj) = p(tij-, uj) for all j > 1 such that lq(zij-, uj)l = 1. 
We shall prove the final assertion after deriving the next two corollaries. 
An immediate consequence is a characterization of the disc algebra. 
COROLLARY 2. For A as above, if there is a p in J(A) with S, =X 
(and tfX contains at least two points) then thejirst non-constant Uj, Uj,,, is a 
homeomorphism of X onto aA and A = 6Y o uj,. 
Such a ujO exists since otherwise Iq(uj)l = 1 for all j, and hence v, E X, so 
that S, is a singleton. 
A characterization of the situation in which exactly one non-trivial part is 
present is another consequence of our arguments and forms a special case of 
our final assertion in the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. A(A) has exactly one non-trivial part if and only if 
there is a t,u in J(A)\X with ) w(ls,- 1 uj)l < 1 for all j with Ej-, uj non- 
invertible in A. 
Proof If J(A) has exactly one part with center p then ( v(tij-, uj)l = 1 
implies fj- I uj is constant on S,, and hence on all of our non-trivial part, so 
(u;.-, uj) is unimodular on J(A), and hence invertible. On the other hand 
given a w as described, it lies in the same part as a rp in @, and 
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Icp(tij-,ui)l < 1 whenever )~(fi~-iuj)J < 1, so we may as well take w E @. But 
now another look at the proof of Lemma 3 shows that if rp E @ has 
lo( < 1 for all such j then M(A) has only one non-trivial part. 
We can now obtain the final assertion of our theorem from Corollary 3. 
Let J= {j> 1: Icp(rZj-,uj)l = l}, uj= Qj-, j u , and suppose ~(0~) = (o(uj) = cj, 
j E J. Set 
F = n V,‘l(Cj)y 
jeJ 
so F is a peak set and thus A IF closed. Both S, and S, lie in F, so q, 
v E.M(A IF), and evidently if z+, = a,,, u,,, u,,~,... is the subsequence we 
obtain by eliminating constant multiples from {ujls,} then span {u,,~, ti },ZO 
is dense in C(F). Consequently Corollary 3 applies to {u,} and A IF to show 
J(AF) has one non-trivial Gleason part, which necessarily must contain 
both a, and w, so both lie in one part for A. 
Conversely w and q lie in the same part only if S, = S, . If 1 rp(vj)l = 1 then 
v is constant on S, and hence v(uj) = rp(Vj). 
A natural question at this point is: when is span(uj, cj}z, dense in C(X)? 
If A # C(X) and if X is homeomorphic to aA, the answer is that just 
condition (e) in the theorem holds, as we see from the following. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose B,, B, ,... are finite Blaschke products with 
Bj-, Bj E GY and non-constant. Then span{Bj, Bi},EY, is dense in C(aA) if and 
only if B, is constant and for j > 1, gj-,Bj(z) = cj(z - aj)/( 1 - ajZ), for 
some cj, aj in C with ICjl = 1, lajl < 1, and C (1 - Iail) = +CO. 
ProoJ Suppose the span is dense. Since Q! is not self adjoint we know 
Q, # 0, so one circle S, must occur in X= 8A and of course S, = aA 
follows. Thus since u0 = B, must be constant on S, (Qi, = 0), B, is constant 
as asserted, so B, = (g,,B,) B, is non-constant, and our sole rp lies in @r, 
with uv=B,. From (e) we now know our conclusion follows since no 
BjBj-, is constant. This part of the proposition can also be proved directly, 
without the use of our theorem. 
Conversely suppose Bj-, Bj is of the above form and suppose P is a real 
measure on 3A orthogonal to span{Bj, Bj}. For ease of notation let a,, = 0. 
We claim that for k> -1 and all n > 0, lz” nJ=, ((z - aj)/ 
(1 - Ejz)) dfi = 0; we will establish this by induction. 
BY assumption II dp = ( nJ’=, ((z - aj)/(l - Gj.z)) dp = 0, so the 
statement is true for k = -1 and all n > 0. Assume it is true for k = -l,..., 
m - 1 and all n > 0. Now 
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So by induction we have 
(7) 
and hence Ijz”‘+’ &I < ny=, /aj/. S ince x(1 -IczjI)=+co, Jzmtldp=O 
and by (7) I z”’ RYE0 ((z - aj)/(l - ajz)) dp = 0 for all n > 1. This proves 
the inductive hypothesis for k = m and all n > 0. In particular j zm dp = 0 
for all m > 0, and since p is a real measure we see p = 0, as desired. 
We conclude with some examples to indicate the completeness of our 
results. Let X be the disjoint union of two copies of i?A. We shall use a pair 
(g, h) to denote a function on X, where g is the restriction to the first copy, h 
that to the second copy. Let uzj = (zj, z’), uzj+ I = (zj, -z’). Then 1 ujl = 1 for 
allj and ujUj-i = (1, -1) or (z, -2). Let 
A,={(g,h)EC(X):gE@,hE@}, 
A,={(g,h)EC(X):gE&hEC(~A)}. 
We have uj and ujtij-i E A, n A, for all j. If p is a real measure on X 
orthogonal to span{uj, tij},5?, and we write p = (u, u) (so u denotes the 
restriction of ,u to the first copy of aA in X, v the restriction to the second), 
then 
a(z’) + u(z’) = 0, u(zj) + u(-z’) = 0, 
so cr(zj) = v(zj) = 0 for all j. Thus p = 0. 
Now if A = A, then CD* consists of two elements and all other oj are 
empty. If A = A, then there is only one non-trivial part, and the 
corresponding representing measures have their common support a proper 
subset of X. Thus the ujls alone do not determine M(A). 
Next suppose we are given two algebras A, on X, A, on Y, and 
( u~}]??~ c A, and {vj},zO c A, satisfy our hypotheses. Fix an x0 in X and y, 
in Y and replace uj by Uj/Uj(Xo), vi by vj/vj( y,,). Then we can paste X and Y 
together by identifying x0 with y,,, obtaining another space X, and an 
example on X,. We let 
and w2j+l = C"j+19 vj)3 
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j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., with 
A = {(g,h)EC(X,):gEA,,hEA,}. 
Clearly wj E A and wjtiji-, = (uk+ru;(, 1) or (1, uk+,r?,J, also lies in A. 
Suppose ,U is again a real measure on X, , orthogonal to span{ wj, Wj},~o ; as 
before write ,U = (a, v). Then 
U(Uj) + V(Vj) = 0 and U(Uj+ 1) + V(Uj) = O 
so u(uj) = a(~,,) and v(vj) = v(Y,,) for all j. Thus r~ - a(uJ 6, is a real 
measure on X orthogonal to span{uj},EO, and so u = a(~,,) a,,, ; similarly 
v = v(u,,) ByO, and since x0 and y, are identified and u(uJ + v(u,,) = 0, P = 0. 
As a special case of this example, take X = Y = aA, and Uj = Vj = z’, 
x,, = y, = 1. Then we obtain an example with @, and G2 each containing one 
element and all other Qj empty. We can repeat this process of attaching a 
circle to obtain an example where M(A) looks like a string of beads. Also by 
this process we can attach any compact metric space Y to any example. 
Indeed C(Y) is separable so we may choose fi in C(Y) with llfjll < 1, fj never 
0 on Y, and span{ h] dense in C(Y). Since each point in A\{O} is the average 
of two unique points on aA, we can write fj = (uu + uu+,)/2, where 
uk E C(Y) and 1 ukl E 1. So for any example J(A) looks like countably 
many copies of 3A together with an arbitrary compact metric space (which 
plays the role of the closure of the complement of the essential set). 
Finally we show J(A) can have an infinite set of parts. Let X be a coun- 
table collection of circles Tj in R 3 with Tj f? Tk = { (0, 0, 0)) for all j # k and 
lim,,, diameter Tj = 0 (a bouquet). For ease of description we will view X 
as countably many copies of aA, all attached at 1 with each fE C(X) 
denoted by (f,, f*,...), where J E C(aA) and {A} converges to a constant. 
We define our sequence uj = (uj,, , uj,*, u~,~, ...) recursively as follows: Let 
u,, = (1, 1, 1, . ..) and u, = (z, 1, 1, . ..). If the last entry altered in forming uj 
from ujpl was a 1, raise the power of z in the first entry of uj by one to form 
ujtl. Otherwise form uj+i from uj by raising by one the power of z in the 
entry immediately to the right of the last entry altered in forming uj from 
Uj-1. Thus 
u, = (22, 1, 1, . ..) (since a 1 was altered in forming u,) 
u3 = (z2, z, 1, 1, . ..) 
u4 = (23, z, 1, 1, . ..) (since a 1 was altered to get u3) 
us = (z3,z2, 1, 1, . ..) 
U6 = (13, z2, z, 1, . ..) 
u, = (24, z2, z, 1, . ..) etc. 
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Now write ,u = 01, ,,u*, . ..) for a real measure ~1 orthogonal to span(uj),YYO. 
Since exactly one entry is altered at each step, subtracting two successive 
equations ,u(u~) = 0 yields an equation ,~,Jzj+ ‘) = ,u~(z’). Evidently all such 
arise and we obtain ,~,Jzj) = ,D,J 1) for all j, k > 1. Consequently ,u~ = ,cLlk( 1)6, 
and, as in our earlier example, since r(l(uJ = Cp,Jl) = 0, the total mass at 
the identified point vanishes, so ,U = 0 since that point carries ,u. 
Now write Z + as the disjoint union of two sequences {j,}?!, U { ik}FT,. 
Let 
A= ((fi,f2,...)EC(X):fi~E~,Si,EC(ad),f,(l)=f,(l) 
for all k, and Hal I]& -f,(l)]l, = 0). 
Then M(A) is our bouquet with precisely those circles corresponding to the 
indices j, filled in to become discs. 
Remark. Appropriately modified, our results apply in settings in which 
our hypothesis (1) is replaced by weaker but more recondite hypotheses. For 
example, suppose that { uj},Lo separates X and 
(1’) 
where M,, is the set of all representing measures for some w,, E J’(A), and 
absolute continuity is in the sense of 13, p. 431. If P, denotes the Gleason 
part containing v/o then our assertions need only be modified to ones 
involving elements of @\P, in place of @, to measures which are M,O 
singular, and to statements about d(A)\P,. (Of course we cannot identify 
the essential set as in (e), nor A* completely in terms of @\P,, and in (d) 
one term corresponding to the part P, (or to w,,), i.e., the measures in 
A’ Q Mg,, must be added.) 
To see this note that under (1’) we still have a unique representing 
measure for each (p E d(A)\P, since the difference for two such, m, - rn;, 
is <Me0 while each is MtiO-singular, so m, - mf, = 0. Only two points in the 
arguments might need more than a trivial adjustment: 
(1) In Lemma 2, once one has IJ/ and (p in the same part for B, (no 
longer dirichlet) one appeals to Bishop’s result [l, p. 1321 that we have 
mutually equivalent representing measures rn; and ml, for w and (p on 
BO = cl[~ujl.F=Ol IttiP and of course rn; - m, and ml, - m, then lie in the left 
side of (1’). Agam since rnti is MtiO-singular rn; - m. = 0. Thus m, and rn; 
are equivalent, so rn& is M,O-singular, whence rn; - m, = 0. Since m, and m, 
are now equivalent, v, and w are in the same part for A itself. 
(2) To see A ‘Is, c A’ for cp E @\P,, one argues as follows. We have 
1 ~~(a,)] < 1 for some j =j,, least, so for any m, E Mu0 and j >jO, uj*m, is the 
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representing measure on 02 carried by &l for w,(Uj) = v/,(uj,) w,(~j~Uj) E do. 
Thus uJm, is absolutely continuous. The same is true for the m, singular 
measure m,, q~ E Qk\PO, if j > k since then u:rn, represents 0 on CPI. For 
such a j > j, we have uj = Bj 0 ui, for a finite Blaschke product Bj and so it 
is easy to see any m, null set is carried by u,: ‘E, where E c 8A is Lebesgue 
null. But m,J,. is rnq null, and so is carried by such a set a,: ‘E. Since 
u,?m,(E) = m,(u,: ‘E) = 0, moIS, = 0. Thus each m, in M,O vanishes on S, 
whence A’ IS is given precisely as before, and so lies in A I. 
Actually ii is only in identifying our S, with circles and seeing how they 
meet that one really needs to assume that (uj} separates X. 
From the above it is clear we could replace MtiO in (1’) by 2 M, for a 
countable sequence of (part inequivalent) vi. However, if we simply assume 
that (span{uj, rYij})l consists of measures M,-singular for all cp lying in some 
collection 9 of parts of J(A), then for rp in @ f~ (U,,sa) we lack the 
conclusion All,. c A’ of (2), and the consequent identification of A IS,. 
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